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COSMOLOGICAL CORRECTIONS: 
MAPPING THE IDEOLOGICAL CONSTRUCTION OF 
TRADITIONAL PLACES IN BHAKTAPUR, NEPAL 
Gregory Grieve  
Signs do not constitute maps. At most, they are a pointer to the 
cosmological structures of the people who made them. 
— Catherine Delano Smith (1994:13) 
People are the function of their geography, geography is everything. 
Community—everything "and dot dot dot." 
—Yogesh Raj (personal communication, February 6, 1999) 
Introduction: Cosmology Today 
On October 3, 1997, the mayor of Bhaktapur, Nepal, Prem Suwal, 
delivered a speech at the inauguration of the city's Tourist Motor Park. 
He stressed how the newly built complex would increase Bhaktapur's 
value as a "Traditional City" by cleaning up pollution but still al low 
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